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Software Migration From iRMX®86 to iRMX®286



MAYNE MIHACSI OSD Technical Marketing



inter The iRMX~ 286 operating system represents the evolution of the iRMX@ 86 operating system to the protected-mode 80286 and 80386 microprocessors. Therefore, the iRMX 286 operating system has most of the same features of its 8086 counterpart. Many Intel customers are going to migrate their software from iRMX 86 to iRMX 286. Most customers should be pleasantly surprised at the ease of migration between the two operating systems. This compatibility between the two operating systems was a key objective of the iRMX 286 project. Thus in the majority of cases, an iRMX user should encounter no changes or only trivial changes when porting their software to iRMX 286. In the other cases, iRMX users with a little patience, work, and the help of this paper, should quickly have their application running on iRMX 286. Before reading this migration note, it is strongly suggested that readers acquaint themselves with the fundamentals 80286 architecture.



of the



There are inherent differences between iRMX 86 and iRMX 286 due to the differences in microprocessor architectures. To take advantage of some unique 80286 features additional system calls have been added in the iRMX 286 operating system. These new calls can be identified by an RQE$ in their preface, with the E denoting "extended", to take advantage of the 80286 's 16MB addressability.



iRMX~ Layer



iRMX~ 286 Changes



Nucleus



-



16MB address space New hardware traps Descriptor management Privilege management Round robin scheduling Interrupt management New calls



BIOS



-



Memory buffer protection



EIOS



- Newcalls - Memory buffer protection - Only loads 80286 OMF records - Only loads STL modules - Newcalls -



Enhanced CLI New commands



- Newcalls Bootstrap Loader



- New third stage interface



ICU



- Single stage ICU



inter iRMX@286 NUCLEUS 16 Megabyte Address Space Today's applications have pushed beyond the 1MB memory limitation of the 8086 architectures. Many Intel customers have chosen iRMX 286 simply because of its ability to address 16MB of memory. While the 80286 architecture allows for accessing 24 physical address lines, to yield 16MB physical and 16MB virtual addressability, the operating system is not automatically allowed the same abilities. As further generations of CPUs become available and memory becomes cheaper, operating systems will strive toward hardware independence. One method used is accessing memory logically, not physically. In the iRMX 286 operating system all memory addresses are logical addresses available via a descriptor table. A logical address may be thought of as a pointer consisting of a selector and an offset. The selector will point to an entry in a descriptor table containing the 24-bit physical address. Therefore, tokens are affected by containing selectors that reference an entry in the descriptor table. No longer do tokens contain the physical address of an object.



New Hardware li'aps Because the 80286 processor detects several types of exceptions and interrupts from exceptions, iRMX 286 also alerts programs generating these exception conditions. These hardware traps will be generated from the following conditions: INTERRUPT VECWR



8 9 10 11 12 13



Double exception Processor extension segment overrun Invalid task state segment * Segment not present * Stack segment overrun or not present General protection



Users porting iRMX 86 code to iRMX 286 should be aware that the working code in iRMX 86 might still contain errors that will be "trapped" in iRMX 286.



Descriptor Management While the 80286 CPU is in Protected Virtual Address Mode (PVAM), all application programs deal exclusively with logical addresses. That is, the programs do not directly access actual physical addresses generated by the processor. Instead, a memory-resident table, called a descriptor table, records the mapping between the segment address and the physical locations allocated to each segment. Whenever the 80286 decodes a logical address, translating a 'full 32-bit pointer into a corresponding 24-bit physical address, it implicitly references one of several descriptor tables. One table is called the Global Descriptor Table (GDT) and provides' a complete description of the global address space. Another table is provided, the Local Descriptor Table (LDT), to describe the local address space for one or more tasks. To the application programmer, much of the internal operation and management of the descriptor tables are transparent. However, the systems programmer will need to manage the descriptors to: A.



Gain access to undefined or allocated memory areas, and



B.



Add device drivers to the system.



1.



RQE$CREATE$DESCRIPTOR



2.



RQE$CHANGE$DESCRIPTOR



3.



RQE$DELETE$DESCRIPTOR



For the applications programmer



several features are available in iRMX 286.



1.



Of the maximum 8K objects available, all are indexed in the GDT with the operating system using the LDT.



2.



While using an iRMX 86-style task switch, iRMX 286 runs as one 80286 hardware task.



inter Some means of protection is required to prevent programs from improperly using code or data that belongs to the operating system. The four privilege levels of the 80286 are numbered from 0 to 3, where 0 is the most trusted level. The privilege level is an attribute assigned to all segments in a hierarchical fashion. Operating system code and data segments are placed at the most privileged level (0) which is where iRMX 286 operates. (See Figure 2.) The privilege levels apply to tasks and three types of descriptors: I.



Main memory segments



2.



Gates



3.



Task state segments (not used in iRMX 286)



Of the four types of gates in the 80286 processor, iRMX 286 uses call gates. Once invoked, control is transferred using only the selector portion. This address becomes fixed, allowing any program to invoke another. This prohibits tasks that have not used these entry points from jumping into the middle of the operating system. The use of gates is fundamental to the 80286 architecture and is reflected in other areas of iRMX 286. All iRMX 286 system calls go through a call gate in order to invoke a given service procedure. In the iRMX 86 operating system, all calls were through software interrupts, invoking an operating system extension handler, then finally the service procedure. For iRMX code that was written for the iRMX 86 operating system, this will have little impact until it comes time to build the system, unless a conflict exists between the old and new nucleus calls. (See next section.) Analogous to the iRMX 86 operating system having a software interrupt at each level, iRMX 286 possesses call gates for each system call at each layer of the operating system, eliminating the need for an operating system extension handler. Call gates can be specified through system calls and the Interactive Configuration Utility (ICU). (See the example for RQE$SET$OS$ EXTENSION.)



System Calls



"'--_•.•.



(



,



System Call



-------..



System Call



-------



System Call



as Software



Extension



Interrupt



Handles



_J,



'+



Service Procedures



Call Gate •. -



CallGate Call Gate



The iRMX 286 operating system schedules tasks based upon tasks competing for CPU resources. To prevent the occurrence of one or more tasks waiting indefinitely, round robin scheduling is available on the iRMX 286 operating system. One area that could benefit from this scheduling scheme is multi-user environments. Round robin scheduling will permit equal priority tasks a finite time they may have control of the processor. Once the time expires, the task with the same priority and ready will gain CPU control. Hardware interrupts and higher-priority tasks can still bump any of the lower-priority tasks from running. This scheme allows all equal priority tasks an opportunity to execute. This scheduling is determined in the "nucleus" screen of the Interactive Configuration Interactive Configuration Utility Reference Manual for details.)



Utility (ICU). (See the iRMX 286



In the iRMX 286 operating system interrupt management has changed. In the iRMX 86 operating system an interrupt vector table contains the address of an interrupt handler. In the iRMX 286 operating system this table has been called the Interrupt Descriptor Table (lDT) and is very similar to the GDT and LDT, except that it is referred to only when an interrupt occurs. Interrupt addresses can be entered into the IDT when using the iRMX 286 SET$INTERRUPT nucleus system call. Entering interrupts is still identical for both operating systems, however, with PLIM 286 not having a SET$INTERRUPT built in, interrupts have become easier to use. (See the section on PLIM 286.) The following is a description of the allocated interrupt entries. (Also see the section on BUILD 286 for another way to set interrupts.)



inter Entry Number



o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



9 10 11 12 13 14-15 16 17-55 56-63 64-127 128-255



iRMX'" 286 Interrupt Allocation Description Divide by zero Single step (used by iSDMTM 286) Power failure (non-maskable interrupt, used by iSDMTM 286) One-byte interrupt instruction (used by iSDM 286) Interrupt on overflow Run-time array bounds error Undefined opcode NPX not present/NPX task switch Double fault NPX segment overrun Invalid TSS Segment not present Stack exception General protection  NPX error  8259A PIC master 8259A PIC slaves * Available to users *



New Calls GENERAL RULES



Here are some general rules to apply. 1.



All iRMX 286 system calls beginning with RQ$



2.



All iRMX 286 system calls beginning with RQE$ a.



3.



are 100% compatible with iRMX 86. are new to iRMX and exist only in iRMX 286.



All iRMX[86 system calls beginning with RQ$ for which there is a like iRMX 286 system call beginning with a RQE$ ... use the function procedure of the RQE$ ... call.



All iRMX 286 system calls and user extensions use call gates.



4.



All iRMX 86 BIOS, EIOS, and loader calls are 100% compatible with iRMX 286 calls.



5.



All objects are identified by 16-bit tokens which represent an entry in the Global Descriptor Table (GDT).



6.



The iRMX 286 system call RQE$SET$OS$EXTENSION must be used in place of RQ$SET$OS$EXTENSION. This call dynamically attaches an operating system extension to a call gate.



ENO MY$OS$EXT; CALL ROE$SET$EXTENSION Where:



0141 H represents GATE$NUMBER.



(0141H, @MY$OS$EXT,



@STATUS);



the entry number of the call gate from the GOT. This parameter



@MY$OS$EXT represents named START$AOOR.



the pointer to first instruction



of MY$OS$EXT.



is named



This parameter



is



@STATUS represents a pointer to a word containing the condition code for this call. This parameter is named EXCEPT$PTR.



OS Extension (GSN) GOT slot number (OCN) entry point name Enter changes [Abbreviation



[0140H-01 FFEH) 0141 H [1-45 characters) MY$OS$EXT ?/ = NEW_VALUE):



00 you need any more O.S. extensions?



This call is an example of Rule 2a where two calls perform nearly the same function. In this case the extended versions of POOL$MIN and POOL$MAX parameters are DWORDS instead of WORDS. This is to allow a memory pool of up to 16MB for tasks and objects. While RQ$CREATE$JOB will create a memory pool of up to 1MB, it will use the same function procedure as RQE$CREATE$JOB. This is possible because the RQ$CREATE$JOB interface procedure changes the word pool parameters to DWORDS by padding them with zeros, then calling the RQE$CREATE$JOB function procedure.



Where:



In iRMX 286:



SIZE is a word containing 16 BYTES. SEGMENT



the size, in bytes, of the requested segment in MULTIPLES OF



= RO$CREATE$SEGMENT



(SIZE, EXCEPT$PTR);



inter



Structure



(POOLMAX WORD, POOLMIN WORD, INITIAL$SIZE WORD, ALLOCATED WORD, AVAILABLE WORD):



Structure



(TARGET$JOB TOKEN, PARENT$JOB TOKEN, POOLMAX DWORD, POOLMIN DWORD, INITIAL$SIZE DWORD, ALLOCATED DWORD, AVAILABLE DWORD, BORROWED DWORD):



Users should also be aware of the following when using this call in iRMX 286. When specifying interrupts in iRMX 286, a special descriptor table called the Interrupt Descriptor Table (IDT) is located at a user-specified address in memory. This table is accessible through an entry in the Global Descriptor Table (GDT). This makes an interrupt procedure entry point to be directly accessed via a jump to the specific SELECTOR:OFFSET pointer in the IDT. All interrupts will have a SELECTOR:OFFSET address just as in the iRMX 86 operating system. Therefore, the system calls syntax will remain the same, except the parameter called INTERRUPT$HANDLER as shown below: Example: iRMX 286 CALL RQ$SET$INTERRUPT



Where INTERRUPT$HANDLER, @MY$HANDLER.



(LEVEL, INTERRUPT$FLAGS, INTERRUPT$HANDLER, INT$HANDLER$DS, EXCEPT$PTR): the entry point to the interrupt handler, should be coded directly, i.e.,



The BIOS. of the iRMX 86 operating system is nearly identical to the iRMX 86 operating system BIOS. The same system calls are available with no changes or additions. The significant differences between the two BIOS's are the 16MB addressability and memory protection available in the iRMX 286 operating system.



The memory protection offered by the iRMX 286 operating system BIOS protects the code and data by preventing any task from reading or writing a segment of memory unless explicit access has been granted. It also prevents memory reads or writes from crossing segment boundaries. Therefore any task using the A$READ or A$WRITE BIOS system calls must have read or write access privileges.



inter Not all iRMX 86 operating system device drivers have been included in the iRMX 286 operating system. Consult the following list or the iRMX 286 Interactive Configuration Utility for the specific Intel-supplied drivers. Intel Device Drivers Supplied With iRMX'" 286 R. 2.0 iSBC 534 iSBC 544 Terminal Comm Cntlr to include: iSBC 188/48 iSBC 188/56 iSBC 546 iSBC 547 iSBC 548 8274 8251A 82530 RAM disk



iSBC'" 215G iSBC 214 iSBXTM 218A iSBX 217C iSBC 220 iSBC 208 iSBX251 iSBC 264 iSBX 350 Line Printer Line Printer for 286/10



iSBC 204 iSBC 206



iSBC iSBC iSBC iSBC



286/10 286/10A 286/1 X 386/2X



SCSI iSBC 226



The EIOS of the iRMX 286 operating system is nearly identical to the iRMX 86 operating system EIOS. The same system calls are available with few changes and additions. The significant differences between the two EIOS's are the 16MB addressability and memory protection available in the iRMX 286 operating system.



The memory protection offered by the iRMX 286 operating system EIOS protects the code and data by preventing any task from reading or writing a segment of memory unless explicit access has been granted. It also prevents memory reads and writes from crossing segment boundaries. The system calls S$READ$MOVE and S$WRITE$MOVE are two calls that will send an exception code called E$BAD$BUFF whenever this occurs.



Since the iRMX 286 operating system supports the 16MB addressability of the 80286 processor, the memory pools created by I/O jobs can also be as large as 16MB. The new system call providing this feature is called RQE$CREATE$ 10$10B.



Several new system calls have been added to the iRMX 286 operating system EIOS layer. They are: 1.



RQE$CREATE$IO$10B POOLMIN and POOLMAX



2.



RQS$GET$DIRECTORY$ENTRY Retrieve name of any file in a directory.



3.



RQS$GET$PATH$COMPONENT Retrieve name of any file as it is known in its parent directory.



parameters changed to DWORDS for 16MB addressability.



inter iRMX@ 286 APPLICATION



LOADER



802860MF Two utilities are supplied with the iRMX 286 operating system to load programs and data into system memory from secondary storage devices. They are the bootstrap loader and the application loader. Typically the bootstrap loader is used to load the initial system and begin its execution. The application loader will typically be called, by programs running in the system, to load additional programs. The application loader can load I/O jobs up to 16MB. These programs must be in the 80286 Object Module Format (OMF). This differs from the iRMX 86 operating system, which loads only 8086 OMF records. Further, the 80286 records must be in STL format. (See a later section called BND 286 for a discussion of STL format.) .



New Calls RQE$A$LOAD$IO$JOB



HUMAN INTERFACE Enhanced Command Line Interpreter (CLI) The new CLl provides line-editing features, as well as its own set of commands. With CLl commands, aliases can be created, background programs ran, output redirected or redefined for a terminal in the configuration file. The commands are: ALIAS HISTORY



New Calls ADDLOC



BACKGROUND JOBS



KILL



CHANGEID LOGOFF



SET



DEALIAS SUBMIT



EXIT SUPER



inter UDI New System Calls The iRMX 286 VOl contains three system calls not contained in the iRMX 86 VOl. They are: DQ$MALLOCATE DQ$MFREE DQ$GET$MSIZE All of the calls have their counterparts in the iRMX 86 VDI, however, the new system calls use full pointers instead of selectors and DWORD instead of WORD for memory block start address and size specifications, respectively. These three calls are only supported in programs compiled in the compact or large segmentation versions of these calls cannot be mixed. fur example: After using DQ$MALLOCATE Use DQ$MFREE



models. Also, earlier



to allocate memory, do not use DQ$FREE to free it.



instead.



BOOTSTRAP LOADER Two Stage Loader To facilitate loading an application so that it may execute has been known as "pulling it up by its bootstraps" or simply "booting" the application. iRMX bootstrap loaders have been divided into stages, each possessing a unique purpose and role. In the iRMX 86 operating system, the bootstrap loader exists as only two stages. The first stage resides in PROM located on the CPV's board. If supplied by Intel, it will occupy less than 8Kb of memory within the PROM. Once running, it will identify the applications name and location, then load part of the second stage, passing control to it. The second stage finishes loading itself, loads the application into memory, then passes control to the application. While the first stage is user-configurable, the second stage is not. The second stage is only supplied by Intel and is present on all iRMX formatted, named volumes.



In the iRMX 286 operating system, the bootstrap loader exists as three stages. The extra stage was added to be able to load 80286 OMF files. This will also permit loading 8086 OMF files with just the first and second stages. This means either system can be booted without compromising the other. To allow for this, some flies have to be renamed and some new conventions adopted. (See below and Figure 3.) I.



All 80286 OMF bootloader application systems must have the extension"



2.



The third stage bootstrap loader must have the same name as the application,



3.



The third stage bootstrap loader must reside in the same directory as the bootloadable



Third Stage



.286". less the extension. system.



System to be Loaded



ISYSTEM/RMX86



ISYSTEM/RMX86.286



ISYSTEM/RMX



ISYSTEM/RMX.286



IBOOT/RMX286



IBOOT/RMX286.286



This chart indicates to those wanting to boot the iRMX 86 operating system that their file ISYSTEM/RMX86 be renamed to avoid confusion.



had better



'



~



/il o



/,



860MF



,



: I



lslSTAGE ON·BOARD PROM



iRMX' FORMATTED VOLUME WITH iRMX' 286 BOOTSTRAP 2nd STAGE



iRMX' FORMATTED VOLUME WITH iRMX 286 BOOTSTRAP 2nd STAGE



When installing the iRMX 286 operating system on a system containing the iRMX 86 operating system. the "BS" option of the format command will install ONLY the new second stage bootstrap loader on track 0 of the hard disk. The installation process will also add new directories as required by the iRMX 286 operating system.



Description



Default



Approx. Size



Config. File



1st STAGE CODE



Application dependent



12KB



BS1.CSD



2nd STAGE CODE 1stl2nd DATA and STACK



OB8000H



8KB



BS1.CSD



3rd STAGE (specific) CODE DATA and STACK



OBCOOOH



16KB



BS3.CSD



3rd STAGE (generic) CODE



OBCOOOH



8KB



BG3.CSD



3rd STAGE (generic) DATA and STACK



OB8000H



-



BG3.csd



intJ



Operating System Layer



IRMX~286 Memory Requirements



34K 95K 19K 12K 36K 11K



Nucleus BIOS EIOS Application



Loader



HI UDI



-



Bootstrap Loader leu



IRMX~ 86· Code Size



IRMX~ 286" Code Size



24K 78K 12.5K 10K 22K 8K 1.5K



27K 67K 16K 11K 26K 9.4K



-



-



32K



IRMX~ 86" Data Size



2K 1K 1K 2K 15K OK 6K 308K



IRMX~ 286" Data Size



3.5K 19.5K 16.75K 2K 1K O.1K 6K 384K



The file system of the iRMX 286 operating system provides for the same types of files as are on the iRMX 86 operating system. In fact, both file systems can exist on the same volume using the same hierarchical file structure. This is made possible through the installation of the iRMX 286 bootstrap loader's second stage onto the iRMX 86 operating system's volume. This second stage will allow either- operating system to be booted from the same volume. One fact should be remembered: iRMX 286 uses the 80286 OMF, while iRMX 86 uses the 8086 OMP. This stops either operating system from loading and executing the other's files or programs. Copying, deleting or other maintenance operations can still be accomplished across the volume. iRMX 286 operating system will also read iRMX 86 back-up format files from another volume. The following Figure 4 shows a file system with both operating systems installed, including the changes to its structure. Remember, iRMX 286 can reside by itself or with iRMX 86 on the same volume.



*.P28 * .P86 *.A28 *.A86 *.GAT



-



PLIM 286 source fIles PLIM 86 source files ASM 286 source files ASM 86 source files Gate definition fIles



: SYSTEM:



ISYS286



: UTIL:



IUTIL286



: LANG:



ILANG286



After booting iRMX 86, the following still apply: : SYSTEM:



ISYSTEM



: UTIL :



IUTILS



: LANG:



ILANG



inter Because ASM 286 supports the 80286 in protected mode, ASM 286 has more changes than other languages. Often users converting their programs to ASM 286 from ASM 86 will assemble the programs in ASM 286 and store the error messages generated and change the code accordingly. A few notable changes are listed below.



ASM 286 does not possess a group directive as in ASM 86. By giving the segments the same name, they will be grouped together into one segment at link time. Example:



ASM 86



DATAGRP GROUP DATA1 SEGMENT ABYTE DBO DATA1 ENDS



DATA1, DATA2



DATA2 SEGMENT AWORDDWO DATA2 ENDS ASSUME DS:DATAGRP



DATA1 SEGMENT ABYTE DBO DATA1 ENDS



RW PUBLIC



DATA1 SEGMENT RW PUBLIC AWORD DWO DATA1 ENDS ASSUME DS:DATA1



The fields of the SEGMENT access-type. Example:



directive



are also different.



ASM 286 does not use anything



ASM 86



NAME SEGMENT [ALIGN-TYPE) [COMBINE-TYPE) WHERE [ALIGN-TYPE] = PARA, BYTE, WORD, PAGE, INPAGE, OR NONE



NAME SEGMENT [ACCESS-TYPE] [COMBINE-TYPE] WHERE SEGMENT IS ALWAYS PARA-ALIGNED AND [ACCESS-TYPE] = READ-ONLY (RO), EXECUTE-ONLY (EO), EXECUTE-READ (ER), or READ-WRITE (RW)



but para-aligned



and



In ASM 286, stack segments are defmed using the STACKSEG directive. Example: ASM 286 PROG_STACK



STACKSEG 10;



The operator STACKSTART is used to define a label at the beginning of the stack to initialize the Stack Pointer (SP). Example: ASM 286 MOV SP, STACKSTART PROG_STACK



In ASM 286 the selectors used for the OS, SS, and ES in the ASSUME directive must have certain access types. Example: ASM 286 ASSUME DS:EDATA EDATA SEGMENT RW PUBLIC WHERE DBO EDATAENDS Further, the ASSUME directive will not accept an assume for the code segment. The current code segment being assembled is automatically assumed into the CS. For more information regarding other changes in ASM 286 consult: ASM 286 Reference Manual (Appendix G), order #122671



Pointer and selector variables cannot be assigned absolute values. All values must be assigned by reference to another variable or through based-variables. Example: PWM 86 Declare A$POINTER Start: DO; A$POINTER Example:



POINTER; = 0;



PUM 286



Declare A$POINTER Start: DO; A$POINTER



POINTER; = NIL;



Similarly selectors can be assigned values as follows: Example: PUM 86 Declare token literally 'WORD', A$TOKEN TOKEN; Start: DO; A$TOKEN



=



0;



Example: PUM 286 Declare token literally 'SELECTOR', A$TOKEN TOKEN; Start: DO; A$TOKEN



= SELECTOR$OF(NIL);



Models of Compilation In PLiM 86 the default is SMALL



In PLiM 286 all interrupt numbers on all interrupt procedures must be deleted. The required interrupt vectors will be assigned by the 80286 system builder if not already defined by the iRMX 286 operating system call RQ$SET$ INTERRUPf. Consequently the PLiM 86 built-ins SET$INTERRUPf and INTERRUPf$PfR are unavailable in PLiM 286 and should be removed. Also, all calls to interrupt procedures are not allowed. As the conversion process takes shape, all of these changes turn out better than initially expected as the following example shows.



1. DECLARE



2.



ZERO LITERALLY INTERRUPT_HANDLER ·



6. INTERRUPT_HANDLER:



TYPICAL PUM 86 STATEMENTS



PROCEDURE ·



'00001 OOOb', POINTER;



INTERRUPT 56 PUBLIC REENTRANT;



TYPICAL PUM 86 STATEMENTS



10. CALL RQ$SIGNAL$INTERRUPT 11. END INTERRUPT_HANDLER; : PROCEDURE ·



(ZERO, @STATUS);



PUBLIC REENTRANT;



TYPICAL PLIM 86 STATEMENTS



INTERRUPT_HANDLER = INTERRUPT$PTR (INTERRUPT_HANDLER); CALL RQ$SET$INTERRUPT (ZERO, 1, INTERRUPLHANDLER, DATA$SEG$ADDRESS.BASE, @STATUS);



21. 22.



CALL RQ$WAIT$INTERRUPT END INTERRUPT_TASK;



(ZERO, @STATUS);



inter Comments Line Number 2. 6. 16. 17.



Description INTERRUPT_HANDLER was defined as a pointer Interrupt entry 56 was "hard-coded" INTERRUPT_HANDLER was assigned the location (address) of the first instruction of the handler via the PUM 86 built-in "INTERRUPT$PTR" This call could have looked like: RQ$SET$INTERRUPT (ZERO, 1, INTERRUPT_PTR(INTERRUPT_HANDLER), etc eliminating lines 2 and 16.



Example: PUM 286 1. DECLARE



ZERO



LITERALLY · TYPICAL PUM 286 STATEMENTS



5. INTERRUPT_HANDLER



: PROCEDURE INTERRUPT PUBLIC REENTRANT; · TYPICAL PUM 286 STATEMENTS



9. 10.



CALL RQ$SIGNAL$INTERRUPT (ZERO, @STATUS); END INTERRUPTHANDLER; : PROCEDURE PUBLIC REENTRANT; · TYPICAL PUM 286 STATEMENTS CALL RQ$SET$INTERRUPT (ZERO, 1, @INTERRUPT_HANDLER, DATA$SEG$ADDRESS.BASE,@STATUS);



19. 20.



CALL RQ$WAIT$INTERRUPT(ZERO, @STATUS); END INTERRUPT_TASK;



Line Number 5. 15.



Description Notice PUM 286 does not need to identify the interrupt in this statement The third parameter becomes simply a pointer to the first instruction of the handler.



inter All iRMX 86 programs linked using LINK 86 will instead have to be bound using BND 286. BND 286 is used to create all single-task application programs that will be dynamically loaded. (See Figure 5.) The following are tasks of the binder. 1.



Creates a linkable or loadable module by combining input modules with other bindable modules.



2.



Checks the type of variables and procedures.



3.



Selects modules from libraries to resolve all symbolic references.



4.



Combines logical segments by name, attribute, and privilege levels into physical segments that the processor can manipulate efficiently.



5.



Can create a module the application loader can load.



In a process called incremental linking, BND 286 combines linkable object modules, including library modules, output by translators. The result is a file containing a linkable module.



A dynamically loadable module created by BND 286 is an executable module created by the combination linkable modules. Loadable modules can be of two types: I.



Single-task loadable (STL)



2.



Variable-task loadable (VTL)



r--------,



r-------, o I I



I



: TRANSLATOR



:---



I



I



I L



I I



OBJECT (".OBJ")



r-------~



I



I



I



I



-:



BN0286



LOADABLE •



: I



I I I



JI



of one or more



I



I



I



I



OPERATING SYSTEM : LOADER



: :



I L.



~:



I



(EX~~i~~LEJ MODULE



WITH NOLOAD



I



r-------., I I I



: I I L



LINKED OBJECT MODULE "LINK"



r-------, LEGEND: -INPUT



AND OUTPUT OF SOFTWARE PRODUCTS



•• - •• SOFTWARE PRODUCTS



I I



I I , L..



I



I L1B286



: I ~



I I



I I I



51M286



: : I ~



These modules are functionally similar to LTL-format records in the 8086 OMP. STL modules are designed to optimize loader execution time because each contains only one executable task. iRMX 286 and XENIX 286 operating systems will execute only fIles containing STL modules. BND 286 outputs STL modules when the FASTLOAD, RCONFIGURE, and XCONFIGURE controls are specified. In iRMX 286 only, the RCONFIGURE control is used.



VTL modules are designed, when provided by BND 286, to also contain a single executable task, but in a format structured for multiple tasks. BND 286 outputs VTL modules when the LOAD control is specified.



"'"",, ~i~' ..."'"~



inter



LINK 86 CONTROLS



BND 286 CONTROLS CONTROLFILE



(path name)



-



DEBUG/NODEBUG



SYMBOLS/NOSYMBOLS



ERRORPRINT (pathname)1 NOERRORPRINT



-



FASTLOAD/NOFASTLOAD



FASTLOAD/NOFASTLOAD



*LDTSIZE ([ + Inumber)



-



LOAD/NOLOAD



-



NAME (modulename)



NAME (modulename)



OBJECT (pathname)1 NOOBJECT



-



PACKINOPACK



-



PRINT (pathname)1 NOPRINT



PRINT (pathname)1 NOPRINT



PUBLlCS/NOPUBLlCS



PUBLlCS/NOPUBLlCS/PUBLlCSON



RCONFIGURE



BIND and MEMPOOL



RENAMESEG



(dm,m) (old to new)



-



RESERVE (number)



-



SEGSIZE (name(size))



SEGSIZE (name(size))



*TASKPRIVILEGE



-



()



TYPE/NOTYPE



TYPE/NOTYPE



*XCONFIGURE



-



LY



The following is an example ofBND 286 for a simple human interface Commonly Used System Program (CUSP) used on an iRMX 286 Release 1.0 system.



iRMX 286 Libraries-



EXAMPLE.OBJ,



&



EXAMPLE.L1B,



&



IRMX286/L1B/UPIFC.L1B,



&



IRMX286/L1B/UDI.GAT,



&



IRMX286/L1B/HPIFC.L1B,



&



IRMX286/L1B/HI.GAT,



&



IRMX286/L1B/LPIFC.L1B,



&



IRMX286/L1B/LOA.GAT,



&



IRMX286/L1B/EPIFC.L1B,



&



IRMX286/L1B/EIO.GAT,



&



IRMX286/L1B/IPIFC.L1B,



&



IRMX286/L1B/IOS.GAT,



&



IRMX286/L1B/NUCIFC.L1B,



&



IRMX286/L1B/NUC.GAT



&



iRMX 286 Library Privilege Gates



RCONFIGURE (DM(10000H, 10000H» (Analogous to BIND&MEMPOOL) SEGSIZE (STACK(1024»



The following is an example of BND 286 for a simple human interface Commonly Used System Program (CUSP) on an iRMX 286 Release 2.0 system. Notice all of the .GAT files and many of the .Lm files are gone. All of these "missing" files are now contained in the files RMXIFC.Lm and UDIIFC.LIB for convenience.



BND 286



EXAMPLE.OBJ,



&



EXAMPLE.L1B,



&



IRMX286/L1B/UDIIFC.L1B,



&



IRMX286/L1B/RMXIFC.L1B,



&



RCONFIGURE (DM(10000H,10000H» (Analogous to BIND & MEMPOOL) SEGSIZE (STACK(1024» (Analogous to SEGSIZE) (A new control)



inter iRMX(R) XXX.BLD File system_bid; segment nucdat.code(dpl = 0), nucdat.data(dpl = 0), memory (reserve = (0 ..0001 FFFH, 003AOOOH..0FFFFFFh));



Gate_CreateJob (entry = RqCreateJob, dpl = 0, wc



= 0),



Idt1 (limit = 00600h,dpl = 0, reserve = (2 ..2, 4 ..4AH, 4CH ..4EH,51H ..59h, 122H ..005FFh), entry = ( O:nucdat.escape_ss, 3:nucdat.stack, 75:nucdat.jobdat, 79: nucdat.escape_ss, 80:nucdat.entry_code)



);



rmxtask (dpl = O,object = nucdat, Idt = Idt1, no ie);



gdt (limit = 00600H, dpl = 0, reserve = (3 ..3BH, 3DH ..4EH, 51H ..53H, 55H ..59H, OC1H ..OC7H, OE3H ..OE5H,OEAH ..OEFH, 101H ..103H,00137h ..00140h), entry = (60:nucdat.data, 79:rmxtask, 80:nucdat.code, 84:ldt1, 90:Gate~cceptControl, 91 :Gate~lterComposite,



308:sdbcnf.code, 309:sdbcnf.data, 310:sdbcnf.newstack, 291 :bios_code, 292: biOS_data,



BLD 286 exceeds LOC 86 in capability and versatility. In many cases the use of BLD 286 is transparent to iRMX 286 users, due to the ICU 286 automatically generating the BUILD fUe. All iRMX 286 users, however, should possess an understanding of the following key functions: A.



Assigns physical addresses to entities, sets segment limits and access rights. (See XXX.BLD fUe)



B.



Allows memory ranges to be reserved or allocated for specific entities. (See XXX.BLD



C.



Creates one Global Descriptor Table (GDT), one Interrupt Descriptor Table (lOT), and one Local Descriptor Table (LOT). (See XXX.BLD fUe)



D.



Creates gates. (See XXX.BLD fUe)



E.



Creates task state segments and (task gates). (See XXX.BLD file)



F.



Creates a bootloadable



G.



Creates object fUes containing exported system entries. (See XXX.BLD file)



H.



Selects required modules from specified libraries automatically,



I.



Performs reference-resolution



1.



Detects and reports errors and warnings found during processing (in the XXX.MP2



module. (See XXX.BLD



file)



fUe)



as needed to resolve symbolic references.



and typechecking. file)



BLD 286 is primarily used for building an application program that deals extensively with system interfaces to a hardware environment. This could include configuring gates and/or segments that provide this interface, then place these interfaces in a separate file for later exportation. The types of executable output produced by BLD 286 are bootloadable, loadable, or incremental-built. Bootloadable modules are absolutely-located object modules that are booted via a simple loader. Loadable modules consist of single- or multiple-task modules used for dynamic loading. Incrementally-built modules are non-executable modules used interactively to build large systems. Many users will only use BLD 286 when they produce a new configuration using the ICU. ICU 286 generates a file called ICUBLD.CSD which invokes the builder using the fUe XXX.BLD as the builder definition fUe. The following is a typical example of the contents of ICUBLD.CSD:



NUCLUS.LNK, SDB.LNK, IOS.LNK, EIOS.LNK, LOADER.LNK, (Produced by BND 286)~ HI.LNK, UDI.LNK OBJECT (/BOOT/* * * .286) NODEBUG



NOTYPE



BUILDFILE



(* * *.BLD)



&



( Where to put the bootloadable file)



(Where to obtain the build information)



r--------1



TRANSLATED



I 80286 I iTRANSLATORSr-



OBJECT MODULE(S)



'---------~



BUILDER EXPORT MODULE(S)



The build fIle contains a specific language used by BLD 286 to produce the system or system program. BLD 286 takes all linked input modules and assigns all of the access and protection attributes for each subsystem. A build fIle is created to specify the characteristics of the relationships among the subsystems. Segment attributes, gates, descriptor tables, aliases, and memory allocation are also described in the build fIle and read by BLD 286.



------1WITH



~ ~



BLD286 •••



--



NO BOOTlOAD



I I



rJ



• WITH BOOTLOAD



LOADABLE (EXECUTABLE) OBJECT MODULE



L;



--------EXAMPLE LOADER



I I



lo-



rI I



•;



------' -----,



r-1~-----_..1 OOTLDADER: B



, ,,••



I



OBJECT MODULE (".OBJ")



'-+



-



800TLOADABLE OBJECT MODULE



"



r------~ I I



,



BND286



'



,



WITH LOAD



:._---_ ...• I



,



,~------"\



LOADABLE (EXECUTABLE) OBJECT MODULE



I OPERATING:



1.. I



SYSTEM LOADER



I



:



----_ ...•



r-------.



~ I



I I



SIM286



10 ••••



. '~



'--



LINKED OBJECT MODULE "LINK"



LIBRARY FILE



,.__1_..



,, ,, I "-



LEGEND: INPUT AND OUTPUT OF SOFTWARE PRODUCTS -----SOFTWARE PRODUCTS



I



•



.......•, L1B286



;..-



L.J,r



, I



_ •••



80286



I



, I I



~



The 80286 mapper is a noninteractive utility that generates object module information that BND 286 and BLD 286 do not produce. The utility is offered separately instead of having the builder and tinder performing identical functions. The user should note that if debug information is contained in the invocation file, all of the maps will be produced. MAP 286 will accept the following input: A.



Executable files containing a single executable module, and only one per invocation of MAP 286.



B.



Executable files containing a single bootloadable



C.



One or more linkable or library files.



module.



For executable input files: A. An output object file with or without debug information. B. Table MAP, segment MAP, gate MAP, public MAP, symbol MAP, task MAP, and crossreference



MAP.



For linkable input files: A. Only a cross reference map including a module list.



iRMX® 86 OPERATING SYSTEM PROGRAM MIGRATION Compiling in PLIM 286 The following is an example of converting an iRMX 86 Commonly Used System Program (CUSP) called NOTE. To assist readers, all of the conversion steps will be described.



Source Program The program NOTE is written in PUM 86 for use on iRMX 86 operating system. When invoked, the utility will echo a 'line of keyboard input to the console. The source code file name for NOTE is NOTE.P86. To adhere to PUM 286 and iRMX 286 operating system file naming conventions, the file should be renamed to NOTE.P28. Next, the file has to be changed to reflect changes in PUM 286 and iRMX 286 library files. Finally the file is compiled and bound with BND 286. See the following examples for further explanation. STEP I Copy NOTE.P86 to NOTE.P28



< CR>



STEP 2 The NOTE.P28



file has' to be edited to change



A. All '0' pointers to 'NIL' B. All '0' selectors to 'SELECTORS$OF(NIL)' Also notice all of the include files assume an iRMX 86 operating system and have to be changed to iRMX 286 libraries. STEP 3



$title('iRMX 86 HI NOTE command') $subtitle('module header')



/*********************************************************************** TITLE: note ABSTRACT: This module



Message



contains



the main



will be printed



routine



for the HI note



command.



on EO.



***********************************************************************/



hnote:



DO;



$include(:sd:inc/hstand.lit) $include(:sd:rmx86/inc/hgtchr.ext) $include(:sd:rmx86/inc/hsneor.ext) $include(:sd:inc/hutil.ext) DECLARE version(*) BYTE DATA ( 'program_version_number=F001', 'program_name=Note' ,0); 1



2 3 4



5 6 7 8



main: DO; /* local variables DECLARE excep WORD, char BYTE, WORD, count msg



STRUCTURE ( length BYTE, char(STRING$MAX)



*/



BYTE) ;



count = 0; char = rq$C$get$char( @excep); DO WHILE( (char := rq$C$get$char( @excep» 


24 25



CALL cusp$error( END main; .



excep,



@(O),



@(O),



ABORT);



$title{'iRMX 286 HI NOTE command') $subtitle{'module header')



/*********************************************************************** TITLE: note ABSTRACT: This module contains the main routine for the HI note command.



Message will be printed on EO.



***********************************************************************/



hnote: DO;



$include(:sd:inc/hstand.lit) $include(:sd:rmx86/inc/hgtchr.ext) $include(:sd:rmx86/inc/hsneor.ext) $include(:sd:inc/hutil.ext) DECLARE version(*) BYTE DATA ( 'program_version_number=F001', 'program_name=Note' ,0);



2 3 4



5



main: DO; /* local variables DECLARE excep WORD, char BYTE, WORD, count



6 7 8 9



10 11 12 13



14 15



16 17 18



19 20 21 22 23



24 25



msg



STRUCTURE ( length BYTE, char(STRING$MAX)



*/



BYTE);



count = 0; char = rq$C$get$char( @excep); DO WHILE( (char := rq$C$get$char( IF count < LAST(msg.char) THEN



@excep»






DO; msg.char(count) = char; count = count + 1; END; END; msg.char(count) = cr; count = count + 1; msg.char(count) = If; count = count + 1; msg.length = count; CALL rq$C$send$EO$response(



CALL cusp$error( END main;



)



THIS IS



OK NOW.



--------~ NIL, 0, @msg, @excep);



excep, @(O), @(O), ABORT);



Binding an iRMX@ 286 Application STEP 1



If a program was previously linked in iRMX 86, we then examine the original LINK file used and notice the following: PLM86



%O.P86



COMPACT



ROM



OPTIMIZE(3)



NOTYPE



PW(132)



, LINK86 %O.obj, /rrnx86/hi/hutil.lib, /lib/plrn86/plrn86.1ib, /rrnx86/1ib/hpifc.lib, /rrnx86/1ib/epifc.lib, & /rrnx86/1ib/ipifc.lib. & /rrnx86/1ib/rpifc.lib & to %.86 bind rnernpool(10000,OBOOOOH) nosb noty



&



& &



1. The library names will change 2. The pathnames to access the libraries will change 3. BIND and MEMPOOL will change STEP 2



The following is the iRMX 286 Release 1.0 version of the file in Step 4. Remember the libraries have changed names between iRMX 286 Release 1.0 and 2.0. PLM286



%0.p28



COMF'ACT ROM



OPTIMIZE(3)



NOTYPE



PW(



132)



%O.obj, /rrnx286/1ib/hutil.lib, /rrnx286/1ib/plrn286.1ib, /rrnx286/1ib/hpifc.lib, /rrnx286/1ib/hi.gat, /rrnx286/1ib/epifc.lib, /rrnx286/1ib/eio.gat, /rrnx286/1ib/ipifc.lib. /rrnx286/1ib/ios.gat, /rrnx286/1ib/nucifc.lib, /rrnx286/1ib/nuc.gat renarneseg(hi_code to code, hi_data to data) object(%O) rc(drn(12000,1000000» nodebug noty



& & & & & & & segsize



(stack(1000H»



&



This is an example of the Step 4 file modified to run on iRMX 286 Release 2.0. Notice the reduction of library statements. PLM286



%O.p28



COMPACT



ROM



OPTIMIZE(3)



NOTYPE



%O.obj, & /RMX286/hi/hutil.lib, & /RMX286/1ib/plrn286/plrn286.1ib, & /RMX286/1ib/rrnxifc.lib & renarneseg(hi_code to code, hi_data object(%O) rc(drn(12000,1000000» nodebug noty



PW(



to



132)



data)



segsize



(stack(1000H»



Though these few migration examples reflect trivial modifications, larger and more complex applications might require a little more attention.



&



The purpose of this application note is to provide insight and direction to those individuals contemplating using the iRMX 286 operating system. For those already familiar with the iRMX 86 operating system, this paper's focus is to provide the pathway to a superior product. The iRMX 286 operating system is a vast improvement over its previous counterpart. Some notable changes are round robin scheduling, hardware-enforced protection, hardware-assisted debugging, and access to the 80386 processor. With this operating system the capabilities of the 80286 processor can be fully utilized for multiple environments. Since the iRMX product line was introduced, many applications, programs, and lines of code have been written to support a tangible demand for real-time processing; in manufacturing, in medicine, and in finance, to name a few. As a result more time is being spent on designing, writing, and testing software than ever before. The iRMX 286 operating system is the preferred product for generating errorcfree programs while utilizing the highest CPU technology available in the OEM modules market.
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